FoundationSearch World
The most powerful funding research product
available to assist International Non-profits!

Requesting funding from abroad has become a natural response to the needs faced by non-profit sectors around the
world. With a limited number of giving foundations based in each region, its important to find other sources of funding
to add to local charitable income. A large proportion of international funding comes from generous foundations and
corporations located across North America.
Until now, prospect researchers have only had searchable access to a small percentage of information about
international giving by North American foundations. Now Metasoft brings you FoundationSearch World, a revolutionary
new research product dedicated to providing your organization with every international funding opportunity available
from North America.
FoundationSearch is the first fully searchable, online database of all U.S. and Canadian Foundation tax return
information for the serious prospect researcher. Containing the tax filings of over 80,000 North American foundations spanning the years 1997 to 2002 and - FoundationSearch is the most comprehensive source of international foundation
giving information.
Keep your organization on top of new funding opportunities - over 6,000 new foundations are formed every year many give internationally. FoundationSearch provides updates of foundations that have recently received their IRS tax
exempt "rulings" and a fully searchable, indexed database of the initial filings of all new U.S. foundations.

With FoundationSearch you can:
Search for foundation grants given to international

Examine a foundation's complete investment activity

non-profits and causes

Discover funding deadlines

Access information on 390,000 North American

View financial reports as they are filed with the IRS

foundation directors and officers

Locate specific funding recipients - individuals or groups

Locate foundations based in a particular city or area

Analyze historical giving patterns, recipients and trends

Find foundations with specific funding interests

using the FoundationSearch archive

Determine a foundations' fiscal year end

Print, save, annotate, copy, and paste text from the

View and rank foundations by assets and revenues

Form 990 to another document or database

Get your share of U.S. funding available!
Contact us today for your FREE online tour.
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